2013 Touareg TDI Sport – Tailgate Hydraulic Lift replacement DIY
My Touareg is almost 8 years old and I just hit 80K miles. This winter the pistons in the tailgate
hydraulics started to fail, leaving the door part way open. I looked for a DIY and found one for a
Porsche Cayenne which was a start but not the same. So here goes.
Open the tailgate

Locate the little hatch door in the center of the tailgate and open it. It will reveal two Torx T-20
screws, remove them.

Next on the liftgate there is a narrow channel that also has two Torx T-20 screws, remove them.

At this point there are no more screws to remove. Locate and remove the access panels on the left
and right leading to the tailgate taillights. This will allow an area to grip and pull the plastic tailgate
cover away from the tailgate.

I started on one side and carefully pulled the plastic away from the tailgate body. I did the same on
the other side, and finally did the middle bottom to allow access to the wire connections from either
hydraulic. I did NOT fully remove the tailgate cover.

There are metal tabs on along with plastic guide pins that hold the tailgate cover onto the tailgate.

Once open, you’ll have access to the Hydraulic Control & Power electrical connectors. At this point I
started to remove the electric plastic molded plug where the wires from the top of the hydraulic enter
the car. The plastic piece that the wires go through just pops out, it’s held in with tabs on the piece.

When you have the plug removed, reach inside the open deck lid cover with one hand and tug on the
outside wires a bit to locate the two wire electrical connectors inside. NOTE* The large electrical
connector has a fastener that holds it onto the sheet metal. I popped it off to make disconnecting the
plug easier. NOTE* Both connector wires are also held in place on the sheet metal with a small clip.
The power wires (2 wires lead to connector) can be pulled from the side of the clip; however, the
control wires (Multi wires lead to larger connector) are taped to the small clip (shown below). The clip
also pops out.

Disconnect the two electrical connectors and snake both wires out of the hole leading to the top of the
hydraulic. The large connector was easy to pull apart, the smaller one a little more difficult.

Once out, you need to allow the power plug to hang in place while you begin to remove the old
hydraulic. This power connector and wire will go through the new rubber grommet on the wire of the
new hydraulic.

Using a small screwdriver, remove the clips that hold the old hydraulic at the top and bottom. Once
removed you can bang the old hydraulic with the palm of your hand and it should pop out. NOTE*
You will need someone or something to hold up the tailgate once a hydraulic is removed.

The old hydraulics should now be removed. I purchased my new hydraulic set of 2 on eBay for $300.
A good savings versus the VW dealer parts online who wanted $245 each for these.

Take your new hydraulic and pop the top and bottom onto the pins. I put some grease on the pins as
they showed some surface rust from the old clips.

I discovered the old hard Plastic Piece (left picture) where the wires enter the car was different from
the one on the newly purchased hydraulics. The new one is a rubber grommet.

I was able to snake the power wire and connector through the little hole in the new grommet. The
plug on the power cord that used to pop into the old plastic piece is a little large for the small grommet
hole but it works and is under cover when the tailgate is closed. Snake both wire plugs from the new
unit through the hole and into the car. Push the rubber grommet into place.

Now the power wire connector and the new hydraulic wire need to be plugged into the other end of
the connectors inside the back tailgate. The wires on my new hydraulics were a little shorter so I did
not use the small clip shown earlier that held both wire sets. I did plug the large connector back into
the sheet metal hole where I previously popped it out.
Once connected, align the tailgate cover guide pins and push back into place. Replace the four Torx
T-20 screws. That’s pretty much it. I hope you find this helpful. I’d hate to see what a dealership
would charge for this upgrade.

